
Welcome  - Do now! 
The dark blue boxes show the 
formulae that EVERY student at 
school must LEARN.

Spend some time looking through 
to see if you can remember which 
of these formulae have already 
been covered in year 9



How can IT support learning?
Also known as….

An overview of some of the resources  that students 
have available to them

Computer Assisted Learning
E learning

Online Learning



Chromebooks for all - every student has online 
access in every lesson and at home

Thank you to every parent that has been able to pay the 
£20 maintenance agreement (please contact us if this 

has been a problem)

It means that we have been able to fix 7 chromebooks in 
year 10 quickly so that students always have access to 

online resources in every lesson (104 across the school)

Thank you to every student that remembers to charge 
their chromebook at home and has it in every lesson 

everyday 



Maths Dept Using IT to aid 
learning 

Students self assessing and links to individual 
resources that will help them make progress  

Look in students’ google classroom 



All students should be able to access their electronic 
Personalised Learning Checklist from the mathematics 
google classroom

Topics covered in 
year 9 

The first algebra topic 
covered in year 10



Students rate their understanding on their e PLC





Maths Dept Using IT to aid 
learning 

Students doing work and getting instant feedback 
on how they have done  (in class and at home)



Learning of the maths key knowledge 
homework for this half term



MFL Dept Using IT to aid 
learning 

Something that is 
specific to MFL 

students

Something that can 
work for any subject!

Teacher sets a task and results come to teacher
Students can access any of the exercises at any time 
for independent revision. Flashcard quiz and more



What is Seneca?

A popular revision and homework platform

Who can access it?

All students have access to Seneca we have purchased Seneca Premium for enhanced content such as exam 
questions AI marked and exam BOOST

How do they access it?

Automatically signed in as access voia RM UNIFY

What subjects are on Seneca?



●How effective is Seneca?
●Seneca helps your child 'learn 2x faster'! 
●What makes Seneca effective?
●Techniques to enhance memory and understanding 

based on neuroscience
●Increasing understanding and engagement 

















● Here are some instructions for getting started:
● Click here to create a parent account (if you arrive 

at a login page, make sure to click on the 'Sign up' 
option)

● Click 'See your child's scores'
● Copy and share the unique link with your child (or 

you can use the e-mail or Whatsapp buttons)
● Ask them to open the link on their phone or laptop 

(whatever device they typically use Seneca with)
● Once they've successfully opened the link they'll 

see a linked confirmation 
● Refresh the page on your parent account to review 

their progress.
● If you have any issues, you can find a video guide 

here.

To add a second or third child tap the "add another 
child" button - and repeat steps 3-6 above.

https://app.senecalearning.com/parent/monitoring/overview?utm_source=email&utm_medium=parent&utm_campaign=uk&utm_content=jack-ParentPlat-EmailToTeachers
http://help.senecalearning.com/en/articles/3990859-how-to-connect-my-parent-account-to-my-child-s-account


Something that students will use later in year 10 
and into year 11

14 FULL sets (3 papers per sets ) of 
examination papers

Computer marked for instant feedback





Unlocked papers will need to be attempted (in class but 
mostly for homework)

Full coloured blocks showing full marks achieved in that question



White means not answered.  Half coloured blocks show 
only partly correct answers



A quiz to finish!  Let’s see what you can remember

Gcse-maths-formulae-foundation-flash-cards/

This quizlet will test the 
Foundation and Higher tier 
formulae and other 
important facts

Only look at the sheet if 
you really can’t remember

https://quizlet.com/gb/513797829/gcse-maths-formulae-foundation-flash-cards/

